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ABSTRACT
Text matching aims to establish the matching relationship between
two texts. It is an important operation in some information retrieval
related tasks such as question duplicate detection, question answer-
ing, and dialog systems. Bidirectional long short term memory
(BiLSTM) coupled with attention mechanism has achieved state-of-
the-art performance in text matching. A major limitation of existing
works is that only high level contextualized word representations
are utilized to obtain word level matching results without consider-
ing other levels of word representations, thus resulting in incorrect
matching decisions for cases where two words with different mean-
ings are very close in high level contextualized word representation
space. Therefore, instead of making decisions utilizing single level
word representations, a multi-level matching network (MMN) is
proposed in this paper for text matching, which utilizes multiple lev-
els of word representations to obtain multiple word level matching
results for final text level matching decision. Experimental results
on two widely used benchmarks, SNLI and Scaitail, show that the
proposed MMN achieves the state-of-the-art performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Text matching is to compare two texts in order to establish their re-
lationship – such as whether the two texts share the same meaning
or not. It is an important operation in some information retrieval
related tasks such as question duplicate detection [16], question
answering [13], and dialog systems [15].

Deep learning has been widely applied to text matching in re-
cent years [1, 2, 9] and the existing deep models for text matching
can be categorized into two approaches. The first approach models
two texts by encoding each text separately and then predicts their
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relationship based on the two extracted representations, taking
no account of interaction between two texts [1, 3]. The second
approach is based on the attention mechanism [2, 4, 14], in which
words in two texts are matched firstly. Then these word level match-
ing results are aggregated into a fixed-size vector for making final
text level matching decision. Combining with bidirectional long
short term memory (BiLSTM) [6], previous models based on atten-
tion mechanisms have achieved the state-of-the-art performances
for text matching [2, 14].

However, the problem with the second approach lies in the fact
that previous models only use the final representaions of words
to obtain the word level matching results for text level matching
decision without considering other levels of word representations.
For example, the state-of-the-art model ESIM [2], firstly uses the
low level pre-trained word embeddings [10] as inputs to a BiLSTM
layer to generate high level contextualized word representations
for representing words and their contextual information. Then an
attention mechanism is employed to conduct word level matching
solely based on high level contextualized word representations with-
out considering low level representations, which can not capture
sufficient information for modeling complex matching relations.
For example, obviously, “I went to London yesterday” and “I went
to Beijing yesterday” have different meanings and they should not
be matched. However, because the contextual information of ‘Lon-
don’ and ‘Beijing’ are very similar, the high level contextualized
representations of these two words generated by BiLSTM layer
will be very close in word representation space, which may not
be sufficient to differentiate the two words, thus leading to incor-
rect matching decision. If the low-level word embeddings of these
two words, which may be far from each other in embedding space,
are also considered, the model would be aware of the difference
between words ‘London’ and ‘Beijing’, which is helpful for mak-
ing correct matching decision. Therefore, it is important to have
multiple levels of matching to capture more matching information,
hence yielding correct matching decision.

In order to address the above limitation, this paper presents a
multi-level matching network (MMN) for text matching, which
utilizes multiple levels of word representations to obtain multiple
word level matching results for final text level matching decision.
In each matching level, an attention mechanism is firstly used
to learn the attention-aware representation of each word in two
texts and to make word level matching at current level. Next, a
fusion gate is used to combine the attention-aware representation
with original representation of each word for word representation
refinement. Then, a BiLSTM encoder is employed to generate new
word representations which will be used as the inputs for next
matching level. The above process is repeated for k times. Finally,
the matching results of k matching levels are aggregated for final
decision. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
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• A new multi-level matching network (MMN) is proposed for
text matching. The model can capture more matching infor-
mation by utilizing multiple levels of word representations.

• An attention aware representation fusion (AARF) layer is
devised to refine word representaions in each matching level.

• The model is evaluated on two popular benchmarks, SNLI
and Scaitail. Experimental results show that the model out-
performs state-of-the-art baselines.

2 THE MMNMODEL
The overall framework of the proposed MMN model is shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of five layers:

(1) the input layer for a pair of texts;
(2) the word embedding layer for representing each word in the

two texts as a vector;
(3) the multi-level matching layer whose architecture is shown

in Fig. 2;
(4) the aggregation layer, wherematching results from all match-

ing levels are aggregated into a fixed-size vector;
(5) the prediction layer.

Figure 1: The framework of the proposed MMN.

2.1 Word Embedding Layer
Given a pair of texts P = (w

p
1 , . . . ,w

p
m ) with m words and H =

(wh
1 , . . . ,w

h
n ) with n words, the purpose of this layer is to convert

each word in text P and text H into a d-dimensional vector denoted
as pi ∈ Rd and hj ∈ Rd . The d-dimensional column vector is
composed of two parts: a word-level embedding and a character-
level embedding. The word-level embedding is obtained from a
pre-trained word embedding matrix Glove [10]. Then we feed each
character within a word into a BiLSTM, and the last time-step
output of the BiLSTM is used as the character-level embedding,
which is the same as [14].

2.2 Multi-level Matching Layer
This layer obtains the matching results based on different levels of
word representations. During the k-th matching level, given the
representations of two texts P and H computed in the previous

matching level: (pk1 , . . . ,p
k
m ) and (hk1 , . . . ,h

k
n ). A word-by-word

matching layer is firstly employed to obtain the word level matching
results at current level.

Word-by-Word Matching. To perform word level matching,
co-attentionmatrixAk = (αki j )m×n between two texts are computed
by the following equations:

αki j = p
k
i
T
· hkj (1)

where αki j indicates the relevance between the i-th word pki of text

P and j-th word hkj of text H , and αkji = αki j
T otherwise. Next, for

each word in one text, the relevant semantics in the other text is
extracted and composed based on the co-attention matrices αki j and
αkji by the following equations:

pki =
n∑
j=1

exp
(
αki j

)
∑n
r=1 exp

(
αkir

) hkj (2)

h
k
j =

m∑
i=1

exp
(
αkji

)
∑m
r=1 exp

(
αkr j

) pki (3)

where pki and h
k
j are the attention-aware representations of pki

and hkj , representing the contents in {hkj }
n
j=1 related to pki and the

contents in {pki }
m
i=1 related toh

k
j , respectively. Then we use a vector

matching function on each pair of < pki ,p
k
i > and < hkj ,h

k
j > to

obtain the word level matching results at current level between two
texts.

t
p
ki = p

k
i ⊙ pki (4)

thk j = h
k
j ⊙ h

k
j (5)

where ⊙ is the element-wise product operation, tpki and t
h
k j are the

matching results at k-th level of matching P againstH andmatching
H against P , respectively.

Attention Aware Representaion Fusion (AAFR). This layer
is utilized to refine the word representation vectors. In this paper,
a fusion gate is used to incorporate the attention-aware represen-
tations into original representations of each word in two texts for
word representation refinement.

Fp = siдmoid(Wp1p
k
i +Wp2p

k
i + bp ) (6)

Fh = siдmoid(Wh1h
k
j +Wh2h

k
j + bh ) (7)

p̃ki = Fp ⊙ pki + (1 − Fp ) ⊙ pki (8)

h̃kj = Fh ⊙ hkj + (1 − Fh ) ⊙ h
k
j (9)

whereWp1,Wp2,Wh1,Wh2 ∈ Rdl×dl and bp ,bh ∈ Rdl are the lear-
able parameters of the fusion gate. ⊙ is the element-wise product
operation. p̃ki , h̃

k
j ∈ Rdl are the refined word representation vectors

after fusion.
BiLSTM Encoder. Next, a BiLSTM encoder layer is employed

to encode the contexutal information into the above refined repre-
sentation vectors to generate new word representations.

pk+1i = BiLSTM(p̃ki ,p
k+1
i−1 ,p

k+1
i+1 ) (10)



Figure 2: Architecture of multi-level matching layer (taking k = 3 as an example).

hk+1j = BiLSTM(h̃kj ,h
k+1
j−1 ,h

k+1
j+1 ) (11)

wherepk+1i ,hk+1j ∈ Rdl will be used as the inputs for next matching
level.

Finally, The matching results from all matching levels are con-
catenated and used as the outputs of the multi-level matching layer.

s
p
i = [t

p
1i ; . . . ; t

p
ki ] (12)

shj = [th1j ; . . . ; t
h
k j ] (13)

where s
p
i , s

h
j ∈ Rkdl are the concatenated matching results of

matching P against H and matching H against P , respectively.

2.3 Aggregation and Prediction Layer
To aggregate all the matching results into a fixed-size vector, we
pass the above concatenated matching results into another BiLSTM.

u
p
i = BiLSTM(s

p
i ,u

p
i−1,u

p
i+1) (14)

uhj = BiLSTM(shi ,u
h
j−1,u

h
j+1) (15)

Then a mean pooling method is used to obtain the fixed-size vectors.

ap =
1
m

m∑
i=1

u
p
i (16)

ah =
1
n

n∑
j=1

uhj (17)

Finally, the above fixed-size vectors ap and ah are concatenated and
then passed to a MLP classifier which includes a tanh activation
and softmax output layer to obtain the final prediction.

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
3.1 Dataset and Experimental Setup
We evaluate our model on two datasets: SNLI [1], and SciTail dataset
[7]. SNLI contains over 570K human annotated sentence pairs,
each labeled with one of the following relationships: entailment,

contradiction, neutral. Scitail is constructed from science domain,
which contains about 27K sentence pairs. Unlike the SNLI dataset,
SciTail uses only two labels: entailment, neutral.

In this paper, word embeddings are initialized with the 300d
GloVe word vectors [10]. The dimensions of the BiLSTM encoders
are set as 400 in multi-level matching layer and 600 for aggregation
layer. The number of aggregation BiLSTM layers is set as 2. The
number of matching levels is tuned from [1, 4]. Batch sizes are 32
for Scitail dataset and 128 for SNLI dataset. The Adam optimizer
[8] is used for training, and the initial learning rate is set as 0.001.
To avoid overfitting, we apply dropout to all layers of the model
and the dropout ratio is set as 0.2 .

3.2 Experimental Results
The accuracy metric is used to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed MMN and baseline models on datasets SNLI and Scitail. The
performance of all baseline models come from respective papers.

SNLI. Table 1 shows the results of different models on the train-
ing and test sets of SNLI. DecompAtt [9] divides the text matching
task into several sub-tasks using soft attention. BiMPM [14] per-
forms matching at multi-perspective and two directions. ESIM [2]
enhances the local inference procedure and achieves the state-of-
the-art performance. DIIN [5] and CIN[4] are two advanced models
based on CNN. From Table 1 we can see that the proposed MMN
achieves an accuracy of 88.2% in the test sets, which outperforms
all the baselines and achieves the state-of-the-art performance.

Table 1: Performances on the SNLI dataset

Model Train Test
DecompAtt [9] 89.5 86.3
BiMPM [14] 90.9 87.5
ESIM [2] 92.6 88.0
DIIN [5] 91.2 88.0
CIN[4] 93.2 88.0
MMN 89.3 88.2



Scitail. Table 2 shows results of the proposed MMN model and
baselines on the SciTail dataset. DGEM is the decomposed graph
entailment model proposed in [7]. HCRN [12] obtain the atten-
tion matrix using the complex-valued inner product (Hermitian
products). CAFE [11] utilizes the word level matching results for
augmentation of the base word representation instead of aggre-
gating them for prediction. From Table 2 we can see our model
MMN outperforms all baselines and achieves the state-of-the-art
performance with an accuracy of 84.8%. Comparing with ESIM
which achieves the state-of-the-art performance on SNLI dataset,
the proposed MMN outperforms it by a large margin over 14%.

Table 2: Performances on the Scitail dataset

Model Accuary
DecompAtt[9] 72.3
ESIM[2] 70.6
DGEM[7] 77.3
HCRN [12] 80.0
CAFE [11] 83.3
MMN 84.8

3.3 Ablation Study
We performe an ablation study on the MMN model to examine the
effectiveness of each major component. Table 3 shows the ablation
study results on SciTail and SNLI datasets. First, if we remove
the attention aware representation fusion (AARF) layer from the
model, the performance of the model has dropped slightly on two
datasets, from 84.8% to 84.24% on Scaitail, and from 88.2% to 87.9%
on SNLI. This indicates the AARF layer is helpful for improving the
performance of the model. Second, if we do not use multiple levels
of word representations (only use the final word representaions to
get word level matching results), the accuracy drops by over 1% on
both datasets. According to the results, all of the components are
effective for performance improvement.

Table 3: Ablation study on SciTail and SNLI datasets

Model Scitail SNLI
MMN 84.8 88.2
- AARF 84.24 87.9
- Multi-level matching 83.34 87.8

3.4 Effect of Number of Matching levels
Fig. 3 shows the effect of number of matching levels on SNLI and Sci-
tail datasets.We observe that the optimal performance is 3 matching
levels for SNLI. However, the performance of SNLI declines after 3
matching levels. Similarly, Scitail achieves its best performance at
level 2 and then declines after 2 matching levels.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel multi-level matching net-
work (MMN) for text matching, which obtains word level matching
results based on multiple levels of word representations to capture
more matching information. The MMN model achieves the state-
of-the-art performance on two datasets: SNLI and Scitail. In future

Figure 3: Effect of number of matching levels.

work, we will extend the proposed MMN to address other tasks,
such as question answering and machine reading comprehension.
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